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New Collections 
[Status: January 2018] 

 

BELLEVUE 
Look backwards and forwards 

Genuine affinity with life in the country, an undistorted look at tradition. Outside the powerful 

presence of nature, indoors a relaxed atmosphere created with fabrics that invite you to stay. 

Fabrics for people in search of their spiritual home. 

BELLEVUE, a Trevira CS collection, accompanies you on this journey: with hand-crafted fabrics and 

classic designs – from large ornamentations on velours to graphic flowers, irregular diamonds and a 

herringbone variation to a large check in finely graded colours. Natural to the touch, often soft and 

warm, sometimes in a vintage style, these fabrics are pleasing to both eye and hand. 

 

MAMMA MIA 
Audacious, enchanting, fresh 

MAMMA MIA – Fabrics as though made for the theatre of life!  

A joyous interplay of motifs and colours: Plain fabrics and dégradé stripes provide a subtle 

background, strong checks and detailed allover motifs tell of the sheer joy of living. In the centre 

the resplendent flower motif in small and large, almost as if painted and vibrantly framed.  

Everything bathed in the colours of the south where the mountains caress the sea. 

 

BOHÈME 
Rhapsody in velours 

BOHÉME is a luxurious creation. With grand gestures and inspired by nature, the collection plays 

games with motifs and textures. Refined and alienated, as though glancing back to the past, they 

are translated into worlds of colour and quality materials. 

Variations on a theme: vintage velours! The star is as smooth as velvet, printed with lush roses and 

delicate floral arrangements. Another shows diamonds in a high, shimmering pile on a matt ground 

in houndstooth check. This is complemented by a chenille with window pane check and an 
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upholstery fabric with delicate chenille tendrils. Its indispensable basic qualities are being hard-

wearing and partly washable. 

The colour themes are sensual: chocolate brown with apple and lime green, blackberry with sour 

cherry and raspberry red, smoke blue with jade and grass green, fir tree green with ruby and peony 

red, graphite with taupe and rosé. 

 

CHARMEUR 
CHARMEUR and FLANEUR show men 

... what women want: Its leather embossing makes for a distinctive look and, at the same time, its 

feel is velvety, warm and flattering. The extensive diamond quilting by CHARMEUR (20,000 

Martindale rubs) is hand-worked; the plain FLANEUR (50,000 Martindale rubs) matches it perfectly. 

 

They both come in nature, grey and blue shades, a dark purple, a Burgundy red and an olive green - 

a total of 21 colours providing a beautiful range for every conceivable room design. 

 

LUNE 
The moon has risen ... 

…and street lamps disturb our sleep. The solution: LUNE, a functional, soft-flowing dimout with 

natural faux linen in 13 beautiful, delicate natural colours. LUNE is flame-retardant, washable and 

room-high. 

 

PRIMA 
Makes you happy! 

A sofa that has survived intact children’s attempts at painting, birthday parties and TV evenings 

with popcorn and pizza? An armchair in a bar that has no coffee, red wine or whisky stains? 

Upholstery fabrics from our PRIMA collection can do that.  

All the fabrics in this collection are equipped with FibreGuard, a revolutionary Stain Free 

Technology. Which means: Stains are easy to remove, the feel and look of the fabrics are natural. 

FibreGuard protection is permanent and will not deteriorate even with frequent washing and heavy 

use. 

What PRIMA can also do: The fabrics are extremely hard-wearing, able to withstand 100,000 

abrasion cycles. They are Ökotex 100 certified. And they’re available in 28 colours - a real pleasure 

for every interior designer. 
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Für weitere Informationen oder hoch aufgelöste Bilder kontaktieren Sie bitte: 

Andrea Senfter 

Export- und Marketing-Leiterin 

Fine Textilverlag GmbH 

Gewerbepark Süd 2, 6068 Mils, Austria 

Tel.: +43/(0)5223-55955-10 

Fax: +43/(0)5223-55955-22 

andrea.senfter@fine.at  

www.fine.at 

http://www.fine-fabrics.at/

